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Tuberous sclerosis (TSC) is a phacomatosis associated with highly differentiated malformations including tubers
in the brain. Those are composed of large dysplastic neurons and ‘giant cells’. Cortical tubers are frequent causes
of chronic seizures and resemble neuropathologically focal cortical dysplasias (FCD) type IIb. Patientswith FCDIIb,
however, lack additional stigmata of TSC. Mutations and allelic variants of the TSC1 gene have been observed in
patients with tubers as well as FCDIIb. Those include hamartinR692X and hamartinR786X, stop mutants frequent in
TSC patients and hamartinH732Y frequent in FCDIIb. Expression of these variants in cell culture led to aberrant dis-
tribution of corresponding proteins. We here scrutinized morphological and structural effects of these TSC1 var-
iants by intraventricular in utero electroporation (IUE), genetically mimicking the discrete focal character and a
somatic postzygotic mosaicism of the lesion, focusing on the gene dosage required for tuber-like lesions to
emerge in Tsc1flox/floxmice. Expression of only hamartinR692X aswell as hamartinR786X led to a 2-fold enlargement
of neurons with high pS6 immunoreactivity, stressing their in vivo pathogenic potential. Co-electroporation of
the different aberrant alleles and varying amounts of wildtype TSC1 surprisingly revealed already minimal
amounts of functional hamartin to be sufficient for phenotype rescue. This result strongly calls for further studies
to unravel new mechanisms for substantial silencing of the second allele in cortical tubers, as proposed by
Knudson's ‘2-hit hypothesis’. The rescuing effects may provide a promising basis for gene therapies aiming at
reconstituting hamartin expression in tubers.

© 2016 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Tuberous sclerosis (TSC) is an autosomal-dominant inherited
multi organic disorder affecting approximately 1/6000 individuals
(Hengstschläger et al., 2001). This phacomatosis is characterized by
benign tumors and dysplastic lesions in many organs including
skin, kidney, lungs, heart and brain (Gomez, 1988). In the latter, cor-
tical tubers composed of large, dysmorphic neurons and so-called
giant cells are frequently associated with pharmacoresistant epilepsy.
Cortical dysplasias, associated with focal epilepsies and composed of
dysplastic cytomegalic neurons and so-called balloon cells (FCDIIb

(Blümcke et al., 2010)), are histomorphologically virtually indistinguish-
able from cortical tubers, although the patients generally lack additional
features of a neurocutaneous phacomatosis (Taylor et al., 1971).
ogy, University of BonnMedical

er).

ect.com).
TSC is commonly caused by mutations in either TSC1 on chromo-
some 9q34 (Van Slegtenhorst et al., 1997) or TSC2 on chromosome
16p13.3 (Carbonara et al., 1994; Sampson and Harris, 1994). Hamartin
and tuberin, the corresponding gene products, form a heteromer with
a central role as tumor suppressor in the phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase
(Pi3K) pathway (Baybis et al., 2004; Van Slegtenhorst et al., 1997, 1998,
1999). Extracerebral neoplasms frequently have a parallel loss of het-
erozygosity (LOH) (Green et al., 1994). LOH, however, has been rarely
detected in TSC brain lesions (Henske et al., 1996). Further evidence
suggests that somatic second-hit events in TSC1 heterozygous individ-
uals may account for cortical tubers (Chan et al., 2004; Crino et al.,
2010; Henske et al., 1997), and in fact no tubers have been reported in
mice heterozygous for Tsc1 (Piedimonte et al., 2006; Scheidenhelm
and Gutmann, 2004; Uhlmann et al., 2002). However, another study re-
ported second hit mutations to be rare events in cortical tubers (Qin et
al., 2010). Furthermore, the TSC pathway in neuronswas proposed to be
highly sensitive to gene dosage effects as Tsc1 haploinsufficiency for ex-
ample impairs neuronal morphology (Tavazoie et al., 2005).

We have recently shown that the expression of hamartinR692X as well
as hamartinR786X, two stop mutants frequently found in TSC patients
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Table 1
Plasmid generation.

Plasmid 5′–3′ sequence

CAG-Cre-GFP fw GCGgaattcATGTCCAATTTACTGACCGTACA
CAG-Cre-GFP rev GCGcccgggcATCGCCATCTTCCAGCAGG
TSC1-WT-2A-mCherry fw GCGggtaccATGGCCCAACAAGCAAATGTC
TSC1-WT-2A-mCherry rev GCGaccggtGCTGTGTTCATGATGAGTCTCA
TSC1-H732Y-2A-mCherry fw GCGggtaccATGGCCCAACAAGCAAATGTC
TSC1-H732Y-2A-mCherry rev GCGaccggtGCTGTGTTCATGATGAGTCTCA
TSC1-R786X-2A-mCherry fw GCGggtaccATGGCCCAACAAGCAAATGTC
TSC1-R786X-2A-mCherry rev GCGaccggtGTCATGCTGCAGCTGTCTGA
TSC1-R692X-2A-mCherry fw GCGggtaccATGGCCCAACAAGCAAATGTC
TSC1-R692X-2A-mCherry rev GCGaccggtGAGGGTGCGGATCTCATCT
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(Dabora et al., 2001; Hung et al., 2006; Van Slegtenhorst et al., 1999) re-
sults in substantial binding deficitswith tuberin and aberrant distribution
of themutatedhamartin in vitro (Lugnier et al., 2009). In addition, expres-
sion of an allelic polymorphism significantly increased in FCDIIb patients,
a base exchange from C to G in exon 17 of TSC1 at nucleotide 2415
resulting in a switch from histidine to tyrosine at codon 732 (hamartin-
H732Y) (Becker et al., 2002), leads to impaired TSC1-TSC2 heteromer for-
mation and aberrant subcellular distribution of the hamartinH732Y

(Lugnier et al., 2009).
Based on these observations, we here aimed to elucidate themorpho-

logical and structural effects of respective TSC1 variants in vivowith a par-
ticular emphasis on the question which gene dosage is required for a
morphological phenotype reflecting tuber-like lesions to emerge.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Study approval

All experiments were performed in accordance with the guidelines
of the European Union and the University of Bonn Medical Center Ani-
mal Care Committee.

2.2. Intraventricular in utero electroporation in mice

The C57Bl/6 Tsc1tm1Djk/J (C57BL/6N-Tsc1flox/flox)mice strain provid-
ed by The Jackson Laboratory (JAX) is an establishedmousemodel for Cre
mediated Tsc1 knockout and thus for investigating tuberous sclerosis
(Feliciano et al., 2011). For in utero electroporation (IUE) we backcrossed
C57Bl/6N-Tsc1flox/floxmice from the C57Bl/6 background to the CD1 (JAX)
background for three generations. For accelerated backcrossing, the ge-
nome of the F2 and F3 generation was genotyped for C57Bl/6 specific
SNPs. Mice with lowest C57BL/6 SNP-score and homozygous for Tsc1-
flox were used for further breeding. The Tsc1flox/flox mouse strain used
in the present study has a mixed genetic background. We will refer to
it as ‘CD1-Tsc1flox/flox’ mice, since the CD1 background is predominant
due to the fact that SNP sequencing after the third generation estimated
90% CD1 and 10% C57Bl/6 genetic content.

CD1-Tsc1flox/flox females were crossed with CD1-Tsc1flox/flox males for
validation of the new strain or with C57BL/6-Tsc1flox/flox males for all
other experiments because of increased IUE efficiency compared to
CD1 × CD1 breedings. The IUE was performed as described recently
(Grote et al., 2016). Shortly, pregnant mice (E14, E16, E17 or E18) were
anesthetized with isoflurane and injected with Gabrilen (5 mg/kg) and
Buprenovet (0.05 mg/kg) 30 min prior to the IUE as analgesia. After
exposure of the uterine horns each embryo was injected once with
0.5–1 μl DNA (with a concentration of 3.0–5.0 μg/μl) and fast green
(1 mg/ml, Sigma, St. Louis) with a pulled and beveled glass capillary
(Drummond Scientific, PA) and a microinjector (Picospritzer III, General
Valve Corporation, USA) into one lateral ventricle. By administering five
electric pulses charged to 45 V electroporation was conducted. A 7 mm
electrode was placed to target cortical ventricular and subventricular
progenitors in the somatosensory and motor cortex (Saito, 2006). Suc-
cessfully electroporatedmicewere anesthetizedwith ketamine/xylazine
(100 mg/kg and 10 mg/kg, respectively) three to four weeks after birth
and sacrificed trough cardiac 4% PFA perfusion for further analysis.

2.3. Generation of constructs

Expression fragments for human TSC1-WT, TSC1-H732Y, TSC1-
R786X, TSC1-R692X and Cre-recombinase were amplified by Polymer-
ase Chain reaction with specific primers (Table 1) and ligated into the
pB-CAG-2A-mCherry or pB-CAG-GFP vector (kindly provided by Joe
LoTurco; University of Connecticut) via KpnI and AgeI or EcoRI and
XmaI restriction sites. Table 1 gives an overview of all used primers
and restriction enzyme recognition sequences (small letters).
2.4. Immunohistochemistry

For co-immunofluorescence stainings, brains from P23-30,
electroporated and PFA-perfused mice were collected and cut to
80 μm slices on a Microm HM 650V vibratome (Thermo Scientific,
MA). Afterwards, brain slices were washed in 0.1% Triton X-100 PBS so-
lution and blocked with 0.1% Triton X-100, 0.1% Tween 20, 4% bovine
serum albumin (BSA) in pH 7.7 TBS for 1 h. This was followed by an
overnight incubation with primary antibodies against mouse anti-
NeuN (1:400 - Millipore, MA; Antibody Registry: AB_331679 and
AB_2298772), Phospho-S6 Ribosomal Protein (Ser235/236) #2211 or
(Ser240/244) #2215 (1:500 - Cell Signaling, MA; Antibody Registry:
AB_331679 and AB_331682) at 4 °C (both antibodies had similar stain-
ing patterns). After three washing steps, brains were incubated with
secondary fluorescently labeled antibodies Alexa Fluor® 647 and 405
(1:200 - Life Technologies, NY) for 1 h and mounted on glass plates
with vectashield (Vector Laboratories, CA).
2.5. Image analysis and quantification

Z-stack maximum intensity projection confocal images were taken
from 80 μmmouse brains after intraventricular in utero electroporation
with a Nikon Eclipse Ti confocal microscope (Nikon Instruments, Ger-
many) and analyzed for different parameters.

First, neurons form brain slices immunolabeled with antibodies
against NeuN and Phospho-S6 Ribosomal Protein Ser240/244 (further re-
ferred to as pS6)were analyzedwith respect to their pS6 fluorescence in-
tensity and their mean soma size. mCherry-labeled neurons were
automatically recognized by the region of interest (ROI) auto-detect func-
tion of theNIS elements analysis software (Nikon Instruments, Germany)
and parameters such as cell size and fluorescence intensitywere generat-
ed for each individual ROI. For each brain slice analyzed, all cells thatwere
bright enough to be recognized by the software were included in the
analysis.

Final positioning of cortical neuronswas analyzed bydefining thebor-
ders of the six-layered cortex by NeuN staining and the percentage of all
electroporated neurons in each layer was calculated. Additionally, the
mean distribution of electroporated cells all over the cortexwas analyzed
by measuring the distance (in μm) of each individual electroporated cell
to the upper border of layer I. The mean for each developmental time
point was summarized for control and Cre-electroporated Tsc1 knockout
neurons.

Next, confocal maximum intensity projection images of single
in utero electroporated cortical neurons were subjected to mor-
phometric analyses and quantification using ImageJ software
(Wayne Rasband, Maryland). For Sholl analysis each branch from
mCherry-labeled in utero electroporated neurons was traced from
branching point to the tip. On each traced image rings with
10 μm intervals were overlaid and the numbers of neurite intersec-
tions were counted for each circle (Ristanović et al., 2006; Sholl,
1953).
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2.6. Statistical analyses

Different statistical tests were used: Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was
used for Sholl analysis. Chi-square test and Two-way ANOVA with
Bonferroni post-correction were used for assessing the amount of neu-
rons in different cortical layers. In addition, to verify this approach the
neuronal distance-distributions within the cortex were assessed with
Mann-Whitney U test. One-way ANOVA with Bonferroni post-correc-
tionwas carried out for cell size and pS6 fluorescence intensity quantifi-
cation. For all analyses, neurons from all animals in each group were
aggregated for statistical comparison, except for the Chi-square test;
here the mean values from each group were compared. All error bars
are indicated as the ‘standard error of the mean’ (SEM).

3. Results

3.1. Single cell Cre expression in CD1-Tsc1flox/flox mice leads to increased
mTOR pathway activation and dysplastic brain lesions

To knockout Tsc1 in a restricted focal cortical area in a subset of
precursor cells during mid-corticogenesis and to investigate the
resulting lesion, we in utero electroporated Tsc1flox/flox mice with a
Cre-recombinase (Cre) expressing plasmid at E14. Litter survival
after IUE is substantially higher in CD1 mice in comparison to the
commonly used laboratory C57BL/6 strain due to very poor mother-
ing instincts of the latter (Baumgart and Grebe, 2015; Cobolli Gigli
et al., 2016; and our observations). In an attempt to address this
problem, we generated Tsc1flox/flox mice in the CD1 background
(CD1-Tsc1flox/flox mice). A successful allele-of-interest transfer from
the C57Bl/6 background to CD1 was recently published and used
for an improved Rett syndrome mouse model for similar reasons
(Cobolli Gigli et al., 2016). We first validated that also in this genetic
background Cre-mediated deletion of Tsc1 results in an activation of
the mTOR pathway by analyzing the level of pS6 immunoreactivity
(IR) and cell volume/soma size at P24-30. An increase in these pa-
rameters has been reported after Tsc1 knockout in the C57Bl/6 back-
ground (Feliciano et al., 2011). In accordance, we observed strong
pS6 immunolabeling only in the ipsilateral cortex of Tsc1flox/flox

mice in utero electroporated with CAG-Cre-GFP together with
mCherry as a volume dye (Fig. 1A, C, right panel) but not in the con-
tralateral side (Fig. 1B, right panel) or after electroporation of mCherry
alone (Fig. 1D, right panel) (mCherry/Tsc1flox/flox 483.2 a.u. ± 10.6 vs.
mCherry/Cre+/Tsc1−/− 1339.5 a.u. ± 39.1; One-way ANOVA with
Bonferroni post-correction ***p b 0.001, N = 7–8 mice with 23–30
cells each). Analysis of individual neurons also revealed an increase in
soma size in Cre-positive Tsc1 ablated neurons (Fig. 1C) compared to
neurons only electroporated with mCherry (Fig. 1D) (mCherry/Tsc1-
flox/flox 163.7 μm2 ± 3.0 vs. mCherry/Cre+/Tsc1−/− 391.9 μm2 ±
5.3; One-way ANOVA with Bonferroni post-correction
***p b 0.001, N = 7–8 mice with 41–60 neurons each). Previous
studies showed that hyperactivation of the mTOR pathway in neu-
rons leads to an excessive branching and a thickening of the apical
dendrite (Crino et al., 2010; Feliciano et al., 2013). Sholl analysis of sin-
gle neurons of CD1-Tsc1flox/flox mice electroporated with CAG-Cre-GFP
showed an aberrantly increased dendrite complexity in the absence of
Tsc1 (Fig. 1E, F) in contrast to control electroporated neurons (Fig. 1E,
G). Furthermore, Cre-induced Tsc1 knockout resulted in an increased
axon diameter (Fig. 1H, I). Together, these results demonstrate that
Fig. 1. Cre expression in CD1-Tsc1flox/flox mice results in increasedmTOR pathway activation. CD
mCherry or only mCherry a control. Brain slices of P24-30 mice were afterwards stained with p
Cre-GFP expression togetherwith high pS6 immunoreactivity (A) in contrast to the contralatera
and have strong pS6 immunoreactivity (C). In comparison the control (mCherry) electroporat
fluorescence intensity (D), Scale bar = 100 μm. Sholl analysis illustrates the number of in
knockout neurons show a significantly increased number of intersections in comparison to co
Tsc1 knockout neurons). Representative images of single cortical neurons electroporated with
Cre-electroporated Tsc1 knockout neurons have a larger axon diameter than control neurons (
Cre-mediated ablation of Tsc1 in the CD1 background causes phenotyp-
ically identical changes as previously observed in the C57Bl/6 back-
ground indicating the functionality of this mouse line for further
studies.

3.2. Tsc1 knockout at different points of embryonic development results in
similar neuropathological alterations

Nextwe examined if the time point of hamartin ablation during em-
bryonic development impacts the observed neuropathological alter-
ations. To this end we performed IUE of CAG-Cre-GFP/mCherry or
mCherry alone at E16 to E18. As knockout of Tsc1 at E14 had resulted
in a substantially increased soma size, we quantified this parameter as
an indicator for mTOR pathway up-regulation due to Tsc1 loss. This
quantification revealed an approx. 2-fold enlargement of soma size at
P24-30 after Cre-induced Tsc1 knockout both at E16 and at E17 (Fig.
2A-C) (E16: mCherry/Tsc1flox/flox 153.2 μm2 ± 4.2 vs. mCherry/Cre+/
Tsc1−/− 409.6 μm2 ± 9.4; E17: mCherry/Tsc1flox/flox 157.3 μm2 ± 3.0
vs. mCherry/Cre+/Tsc1−/− 424.6 μm2 ± 10.2; One-way ANOVA with
Bonferroni post-correction ***p b 0.001, N = 4–6 mice with 9–33 neu-
rons analyzed per brain slice). There were nomorphological differences
between neurons of animals IUE at E16 or E17 (see Supplementary
Table 1). Electroporation at E18 did not yield any GFP-expressing neu-
ronsmarking the end of corticogenesis (data not shown). These data in-
dicate that there is a time window spanning several days during
embryogenesis rather than a very restricted time point of vulnerability
for lack of hamartin to induce dysplastic neurons.

3.3. Embryonic loss of Tsc1 leads to abnormal positioning of cortical
neurons

Aberrant neuronal morphology or polarity have been suggested
to alter migration characteristics of developing, migrating cortical
neurons (Falace et al., 2014; LoTurco and Bai, 2006). Our experi-
ments demonstrated altered neuronal morphology upon Tsc1 knock-
out in form of substantially increased soma size, which may
potentially interfere with neuronal migration or affect their final po-
sition within the cortex. In the following set of experiments we ab-
lated Tsc1 at cortical developmental stages between E14-E18 by in
utero electroporation of CAG-Cre-GFP and mCherry and analyzed
final cortical positioning of electroporated cells at P24-30. Neurons
of Tsc1flox/flox mice in utero electroporated at E14 with control plas-
mids were mainly located in layer II/III (66.7% ± 8.3) and also in
part in upper layer IV (33.3% ± 8.3) whereas Tsc1 knockout cells
were localized in similar amounts in layer II/III (39.7% ± 8.0) and
IV (54.4% ± 6.9) and also a few in even lower layers (5.9% ± 2.3)
(Fig. 3A, B, G). After IUE at E16 nearly all electroporated control neu-
rons clustered at the upper third of layer II/III (93.4% ± 2.6), Tsc1
knockout neurons on the other hand were observed to be aberrantly
dispersed throughout layers II/III, only 35.2% ± 7.2 neurons were
found in the upper half of layer II/III while 50.4% ± 3.9 of the Cre-
electroporated neurons were located in the lower layer II/III and
14.4% ± 6.9 in layer IV (Fig. 3C, D, G). Intriguingly, IUE of CAG-Cre-
GFP into Tsc1flox/flox animals at E17 revealed a more widely disper-
sion of size increased dysplastic neuronal elements mainly from
the middle to the external border of layer II/III, 37.6% ± 8.0 neurons
were located in the upper part of layer II/III while 56.7% ± 6.8 neu-
rons were found in lower layer II/III and 5.7% ± 3.5 in layer IV. This
1-Tsc1flox/flox mice were in utero electroporated (IUE) at E14 with either CAG-Cre-GFP and
S6 antibodies. A representative image of the ipsilateral cortex shows strong mCherry and
l side (B), Scale bar=100 μm. Cre-electroporated, NeuN-positive neurons appear enlarged
ed ipsilateral cortex shows mCherry expressing neurons positive for NeuN with low pS6
tersections of dendrites with circles with increasing distance from the soma (E). Tsc1
ntrol neurons (E), Kolomogorov-Smirnov test: **p b 0.01, n = 5 control neurons, n = 8
CAG-Cre-GFP (F) or mCherry as control (G) used for Sholl analysis, Scale bar = 100 μm.
H & I). Scale bar = 25 μm.
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Fig. 2. Cre-induced cytological consequences do not depend on the time point of Tsc1 ablation. Tsc1flox/flox mice were in utero electroporated (IUE) at different developmental stages with
CAG-Cre-GFP andmCherry or onlymCherry as control. At P24-30 CAG-Cre-GFP electroporated neurons appear similarly enlarged at E16 (A) and E17 (B) in comparison to controls E16 (A)
and E17 (B); Scale bar = 400 μm; Insets show higher magnification images of individual control- or Cre-electroporated cells; Scale bar = 50 μm. Quantification reveals that soma size is
more than doubled in CAG-Cre-GFP electroporated neurons and that there is no statistical difference in enhanced soma size between neurons electroporated at E16 and E17 (C). N= 4–6
mice, 3 brain slices per mouse were analyzed; for E16: 22–33 neurons per slice and for E17: 9–23 neurons per slice; One-way ANOVA with Bonferroni post-correction: ***p ≤ 0.001.
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was in strong contrast to the normal distribution of neurons
electroporated at respective time points with the fluorescent marker
only, which formed a very delicate, homogenous band at the external
border of layer II (91.6% ± 3.4), as expected when electroporating at
such relatively late time points of embryonic development (Fig. 3E, F,
G). Again, we did not observe electroporated cells in the cortex,
when IUE was carried out at E18 (data not shown).

To further substantiate this analysis we quantified the mean distri-
bution of neurons in the cortex by measuring their distance to layer I
(E14: mCherry/Tsc1flox/flox 286.2 μm ± 5.8 vs. mCherry/Cre+/Tsc1−/−

413.0 μm ± 4.9; E16: mCherry/Tsc1flox/flox 79.5 μm ± 4.0 vs. mCherry/
Cre+/Tsc1−/− 245.3 μm ± 5.8; E17: mCherry/Tsc1flox/flox 53.5 μm ±
5.8 vs. mCherry/Cre+/Tsc1−/− 116.9 μm ± 6.3; Mann-Whitney U test
***p b 0.001, N= 4–11mice, all neurons on a brain slice were analyzed
n=11–301 cells). This set of experiments indicates that deletion of Tsc1
during embryonic development dramatically impacts final positioning
of cortical neurons and that substantially different neuropathological
patterns emerge from the manifestation of Tsc1 knockout at different
time points of embryonic brain development. A comparison of the dif-
ferential phenotypes caused by control plasmid expression or Tsc1
knockout at E14, E16 and E17 can be found in Supplementary Table 1.

3.4. Differential phenotype rescue requirements for distinct TSC1 allelic
variants

We next analyzed, whether the individual TSC1 variants that were
previously observed in cortical tubers as well as in FCDIIb were able to
rescue a Tsc1 knockout in vivo. To this end, we co-electroporated CAG-
Fig. 3.Developmental Cre-induced Tsc1 knockout alters final neuronal position in the cortex. Ts
dye mCherry or only mCherry as control at E14, E16 and E17. Representative images show
electroporated neurons are localized in layer II/III (A) where they are evenly distributed a
frequently observed in layer IV (54.4%) but also in layer II/III (39.7%) (B). When electroporati
whereas Cre-electroporated cells are distributed evenly throughout layer II/III and occasionall
of layer II/III and layer I (E) (91.6%) and only a small number of cells is electroporated and ex
per slice at E14) (A, B, E). Tsc1 knockout neurons appear widely dispersed all over layer II/III
percentage of neurons in each layer was quantified (G). N = 4–16 mice analyzed, all electrop
E16: 24–301 neurons per slice and for E17: 9–103 neurons per slice; Two-way ANOVA with B
Cre-GFP together with either TSC1-WT-2A-mCherry, TSC1-H732Y-2A-
mCherry, TSC1-R692X-2A-mCherry or TSC1-R786X-2A-mCherry at E14
and performed the analysis at P24-30 (Fig. 4A–D). Due to the presence
of the 2Apeptide sequence the TSC1 variants and thefluorescentmarker
will be expressed as independent proteins. Intriguingly, our results sug-
gest that the TSC1-WT and the TSC1-H732Y constructs have the capacity
to rescue the Tsc1−/− phenotype, at least based on key aspects such as
increased soma size andmTOR pathway activation. Neurons expressing
Cre and TSC1-WT or –H732Y (identified bymCherry labeling) exhibited
normal soma size and low pS6 immunoreactivity. In the few neurons
that appeared enlarged and also showed increased pS6 immunoreactiv-
ity we did not detect TSC1-mCherry or Cre-GFPfluorescence (Fig. 4A, B).
This may be due to low expression levels of the proteins, which would
still result in Cre-mediated recombination and Tsc1 ablation but no res-
cue. Neurons could also be solely electroporated with the Cre-GFP plas-
mid. In contrast, both truncated TSC1 mutants, i.e. TSC1-R692X and
TSC1-R786X, did not rescue the tuber-like phenotype (Fig. 4C, D). Quan-
tification of the pS6 fluorescence intensity clearly demonstrated a sub-
stantially increased pS6 signal (and thus enhanced mTOR activation)
in neurons that expressed Cre together with TSC1-R692X or TSC1-
R786X in comparison to neurons that expressed Cre together with
TSC1-WT or TSC1-H732Y. With respect to S6 phosphorylation, these ex-
periments indicate a full rescue capacity of TSC1-WT as well as TSC1-
H732Y since pS6 fluorescence intensity was comparable to cells
electroporated with only mCherry (Fig. 1C, quantification Fig. 4E). On
the other hand electroporation of TSC1-R692X or TSC1-R786X led to
an increased pS6fluorescence intensity, comparable to Tsc1−/− neurons
electroporatedwith Cre-GFP/mCherry (Fig. 1A, D, quantification Fig. 4E)
c1flox/floxmicewere in utero electroporated (IUE) with either CAG-Cre-GFP and the volume
ing brain slices at P24-30 of mice IUE at E14. Approximately 2/3 (66.7%) of the control
nd 1/3 (33.3%) in upper layer IV. Tsc1 knockout neurons on the other hand are more
ng at E16 control neurons are mainly located at the upper third of layer II/III (93.4%) (C),
y a few are found in layer IV (D). At E17 control neurons are clustered around the border
pressing the mCherry-tag (25.8 ± 12 cells per 80 μm slice in contrast to N100–300 cells
(F), in lower areas of layer II/III (56.7%) but also at upper cortical layer II/III (37.6%). The
orated neurons in a brain slice were analyzed; for E14: 32–249 neurons per brain slice,

onferroni post-correction and Chi-square test: ***p ≤ 0.001; Scale bar = 400 μm.
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(mCherry/Tsc1flox/flox 483.2 a.u. ± 10.6 vs. mCherry/Cre+/Tsc1−/−

1339.5 a.u. ± 39.1, mCherry/Cre+/TSC1-WT 420.7 a.u. ± 6.4, mCherry/
Cre+/TSC1-H732Y 427.8 a.u. ± 8.7, mCherry/Cre+/TSC1-R692X
1237.1 a.u. ± 22.0, mCherry/Cre+/TSC1-R786X 1210.9 a.u. ± 35.7;
One-way ANOVA with Bonferroni post-correction ***p b 0.001, N = 6
mice with 33–41 neurons each).

Corresponding to the activation levels of pS6, the soma sizes were
substantially increased in Cre-induced Tsc1 deficient neurons that
were co-expressing either TSC1-R692X or TSC1-R786X or mCherry
alone (Tsc1−/−) compared to those expressing TSC1-WT or TSC1-
H732Y or neurons without Cre expression (mCherry only) (Fig. 4F)
(mCherry/Tsc1flox/flox 163.7 μm2 ± 3.0 vs. mCherry/Cre+/Tsc1−/−

391.9 μm2 ± 5.3; mCherry/Cre+/TSC1-WT 154.8 μm2 ± 3.0, mCherry/
Cre+/TSC1-H732Y 173.0 μm2 ± 2.7, mCherry/Cre+/TSC1-R692X
431.6 μm2 ± 4.7, mCherry/Cre+/TSC1-R786X 339.5 μm2 ± 5.9; One-
way ANOVA with Bonferroni post-correction ***p b 0.001, N = 6 mice
with 50–65 cells each). These results show that the disease-associated
truncated TSC1 variants even if strongly abundant cannot restore nor-
mal functionality to Tsc1-deficient neurons, whereas the H732Y point
mutation in the present setting is as effective as WT-TSC1.

Second hit effects are still rather enigmatic in cortical tubers. Given
our present data, we next aimed at elucidating, whether and in which
relative concentration TSC1-WT was necessary and/or sufficient to res-
cue the effects of a TSC1-stop mutant in a Cre-induced Tsc1 knockout.
To this end we electroporated Cre-GFP at E14 in combination with a
mixture of TSC1-WT and TSC1-R692X, successively decreasing the
amount of TSC1-WT DNA versus the mutant DNA from 10:1 over 1:1
to 1:10 or 1:20. As described above soma size was used as an indicator
for mTOR activity. All combinations resulted in the rescue of soma size
to control levels (Fig. 5A, B). Only a higher dilution of TSC1-WT (1:20)
resulted in a slightly, but significantly increased mean soma size (Fig.
5A, B). However, we cannot exclude that single neurons were only
electroporated with the more abundant truncated TSC1 variant
(mCherry/Tsc1flox/flox 163.7 μm2 ± 3.0; mCherry/Cre+/Tsc1−/−

391.9 μm2 ± 5.3; mCherry/Cre+/TSC1-WT:TSC1-R692X: 1:1,
171.8 μm2 ± 3.8; 10:1, 167.8 μm2 ± 4.5; 1:10, 162.3 μm2 ± 3.2; 1:20,
280.9 μm2 ± 6.3; One-way ANOVA with Bonferroni post-correction
***p b 0.001, N = 6–7 mice with 52–65 neurons each). Nevertheless,
these data indicate, that even very low TSC1-WT protein levels are en-
tirely sufficient to rescue mTOR hyperactivation and the phenotype of
enlarged, dysplastic neurons.

4. Discussion

Intraventricular in utero electroporation (IUE) represents a tool to
scrutinize the effects of gene variants on circumscribed brain areas at
controlled time points during development (Chen et al., 2014; LoTurco
et al., 2009). Enhanced litter survival can be achieved by using outbreed
mouse strains, such as CD1 (Baumgart and Grebe, 2015). Here, we used
Tsc1flox/flox mice (Kwiatkowski et al., 2002) to induce tuber-like lesions
by IUE of a Cre-expressing vector. We observed unexpected, diverging
effects of the TSC1 variants we co-electroporated into Tsc1 knockout
cells. Most importantly, we found that very low concentrations of func-
tional TSC1 protein were sufficient to rescue the cytological phenotype
resulting from a complete loss of TSC1, i.e. enlargement of cell body
and strong pS6 phosphorylation.

We aimed to analyze the effects on neurons and possible implica-
tions for tubers of an allelic TSC1 variant (H732Y), known to be accu-
mulated in frequency in FCDIIb patients (Becker et al., 2002) as well
Fig. 4.Distinct phenotype rescue requirements for TSC1 allelic variants. Brain slices of P24-30 Ts
mCherry, TSC1-H732Y-2A-mCherry, TSC1-R692X-2A-mCherry or TSC1-R786X-2A-mCherry at E
TSC1-WT (A) or TSC1-H732Y (B) that appear normal and negative for pS6 and neighboring cells
Cre-GFP and TSC1-R692X (C) or TSC1-R786X (D) appear enlarged with high pS6 fluorescence in
increased pS6 fluorescence intensity in TSC1-R692X or TSC1-R786X electroporated neuron
significantly elevated in Cre+/TSC1-R692X and Cre+/TSC1-R786X electroporated neurons in c
cells each; One-way ANOVA with Bonferroni post-correction: ***p ≤ 0.001; Scale bar = 100 μm
as two truncated versions of TSC1, R692X and R786X, abundant in
TSC-associated cortical tubers (Dabora et al., 2001; Hung et al.,
2006; Van Slegtenhorst et al., 1999). Previous studies demonstrated
that expression of these TSC1 mutant proteins in human embryonic
kidney (HEK293T) cells led to reduced binding to tuberin, indicating
a functional impairment mediated by hamartinH732Y, hamartinR692X

and hamartinR786X. However, expression of hamartinH732Y in vivo
did not recapitulate the findings of the cell culture experiments;
here we observed a phenotype similar to the TSC1-WT rescue with
normal-appearing Tsc1-knockout neurons indicating at least residu-
al functionality of hamartinH732Y. There are several potential expla-
nations for this observation: Firstly, the in vitro studies were
performed in the non-neuronal (kidney) immortalized, mitotically
active tumor cell line HEK293T, which exhibits a distinct proteome,
both in composition and posttranslational modifications, and a high-
ly active translational machinery. Thus, different relative expression
levels of individual hamartin variants may have been reached in the
present in vivo and the previous in vitro study (Lugnier et al., 2009),
low and high, respectively, which may have elicited a phenotype in
cell culture experiments not recapitulated here in vivo. Alternatively,
the expression of the hamartinH732Y variant at time points earlier
than E14 may be required to generate a phenotype, however, the ex-
perimental strategy limits us to E14-E18. Obviously, the present ex-
periments argue for a rescuing capacity of hamartinH732Y in vivo in a
cellular background that completely loses the expression of WT
hamartin starting at E14. Furthermore, also in the cultured tumor
cells the binding of hamartinH732Y to tuberin and their co-localiza-
tion was not completely abolished but only reduced to 40% and
20%, respectively (Lugnier et al., 2009). In this context, the full rescue
potential of TSC1-H732Y indicates that the remaining interaction of
hamartinH732Y and tuberin in neurons in vivo is sufficient for the mu-
tant protein to remain functionally active. Future studies need to be
conducted to address this hypothesis and exploit the intriguing pos-
sibility that only low levels of TSC1 are sufficient to retain a normal
neuronal phenotype which may not be the case for TSC2, possibly
providing an explanation for the more severe clinical phenotype ob-
served in TSC patients harboring TSC2 mutations (Curatolo et al.,
2015).

On the other hand, expression of the truncation mutants
hamartinR692X as well as hamartinR786X did not rescue the Tsc1-
knockout phenotype and neurons expressing these hamartin mu-
tants are morphologically similar to Tsc1 knockout neurons. These
findings underline the pathogenic potential of these TSC1 mutants.
Despite themorphological alterations induced by in utero expression
of hamartinR692X we neither observed spontaneous generalized sei-
zures nor differences in Pentylentetrazol-elicited seizures compared
to controls in respectively transgenic mice with a C57BL/6 back-
ground (data not shown). The absence of spontaneous seizures was
also reported in another TSC mouse model of focal Tsc1 knockout in
Tsc1fl/mut mice by in utero electroporation of CAG-Cre (Feliciano et
al., 2011). In fact, various parameters and their complex interplay
were demonstrated to profoundly influence the excitability of the le-
sion: the size and the exact cerebral location of the lesion, the com-
position of compromised precursor cells and finally, also the age of
the individual mousewas recently shown to be critical for seizure oc-
currence, since mice heterozygous for Tsc1 lacking tuber-like lesions
had spontaneous seizures only until 9–18 days of age (Lozovaya et
al., 2014; Jansen et al., 2005; Meikle et al., 2007; Feliciano et al.,
2011). Future studies with more sophisticated EEG-analysis set ups
c1flox/flox mice co-in utero electroporated (IUE) with CAG-Cre-GFP and either TSC1-WT-2A-
14 were stained against pS6. Representative images show single cells expressing Cre and
with strong pS6 IRbutwithout TSC1-WT expression. Neurons, co-electroporatedwith CAG-
tensity, even in cells without apparent Cre-expression. Quantification shows significantly
s in comparison to TSC1-WT or TSC1-H732Y electroporated neurons (E). Soma size is
omparison to Cre+/TSC1-WT or Cre+/TSC1-H732Y neurons (F). N = 6 mice with 50–65
.
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Fig. 5.Minimal amounts ofwildtype TSC1 are sufficient to rescue cytological consequences of a Tsc1 knockout phenotype. Tsc1flox/floxmicewere in utero electroporated (IUE)with CAG-Cre-
GFP and different ratios of TSC1-WT-2A-mCherry and TSC1-R692X-2A-mCherry at E14 and analyzed at P24-30. Soma size appears normal and is similar for the tested ratios, 1:10, 1:1 and
10:1 of TSC1-WT-2A-mCherry and TSC1-R692X-2A-mCherry (A). Only low relative concentrations of TSC1-WT down to 1:20 show a slight increase in soma size (A). Quantification of the
mean soma size shows that all tested dilutions have a soma size similar to control-electroporated neurons and are significantly increased in comparison to Tsc1-KO neurons (B). However,
the 1:20 dilution of TSC1-WT is also statistically different from control- and rescue Cre+/TSC1-WT neurons. N = 6–7 mice with 52–65 neurons each, One-way ANOVA Bonferroni post-
correction: ***p ≤ 0.001; Scale bar = 100 μm.
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allowing the detection of focal seizures with onset in the lesioned
area will be mandatory in order to identify the factors contributing
to hyperexcitability in the dysplastic lesions here under study.
In a next set of experiments, we co-electroporated this truncated
TSC1-R692X mutant with varying amounts of wildtype TSC1. Our data
revealed, that already small amounts of hamartin-WT were sufficient
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for phenotype rescue. This result strongly stresses mechanisms for sub-
stantial silencing of the second allele to be extremely critical for the
manifestation of cortical tubers. Peripheral TSC-associated tumors
such as angiomyolipoma or rhabdomyoma frequently fulfill the so-
called ‘2-hit hypothesis’ for inactivation of tumor suppressor genes, i.e.
mutation of the first and associated LOH of the second allele (Henske
et al., 1996; Knudson, 1991, 1996). In contrast, LOH at the TSC1/TSC2 ge-
nomic loci is only occasionally present in cortical tubers (Carbonara et
al., 1995; Henske et al., 1996).

Recent data using state-of-the-art deep sequencing in tubers did not
reveal a high frequency of second hit mutations of TSC1 and/or TSC2 or
KRAS, an upstream component of the mitogen-activated protein kinase
(MAPK) pathway often mutated in cancer (Qin et al., 2010). Obviously,
heterozygous germlinemutations of TSC1/TSC2 affect also histologically
normal appearing cortex. Circumscribed tubers may therefore require
additional yet enigmatic pathogenetic factors for their emergence. Mu-
tations in other components of the mTOR pathway as it was recently
shown in hemimegalencephaly (Rivière et al., 2012) as well as in FCDIIb

especially with respect to mTOR may be relevant even only in a subset
of cells (Lim et al., 2015). On the other hand, hard-to-find intronic mu-
tations, genetic mosaicism of cortical tubers or technology limits may
likely account for the cases of TSC with no identified mutations
(Curatolo et al., 2015; Tyburczy et al., 2015).

The non-static semiology and episodic emergence of seizures, may
argue for molecular alterations affecting hamartin/tuberin to occur on
dynamic, i.e. epigenetic or protein levels. Recent data demonstrated in
smoothmuscle-like cells isolated from an angiomyolipoma of a TSC-pa-
tient that promoter methylation induces a substantial reduction of
tuberin and abnormal developmental effects in respective cells can be
successfully antagonized by use of chromatin-remodeling agents (Han
et al., 2004; Lesma et al., 2009). It is not resolved, whether parallel
mechanisms operate in tubers. Furthermore, post-translational inacti-
vation of tuberin, by non-physiological phosphorylation specific to
TSC-associated brain lesions including tubers was attributed to abnor-
mal activation of the Akt and MAPK pathways (Han et al., 2004;
Lesma et al., 2009). However, the underlying causes of Akt/MAPK path-
way activation remain unclear and may be epigenetically driven. Re-
spective alterations cannot be mimicked or controlled for in the
present experimental setup.

Our animal model of TSC partially reproduced the focal abnormal
cortical positioning seen in brain biopsies of TSC patients, the so-called
cortical tubers as hallmark of TSC. Hamartin loss initiated at E14 led to
an increased amount of electroporated, Tsc1 knockout neurons in
layer IV; a layer that can be described as a cortical hub for intracolumnar
information processing since it converges themajority of the sensory in-
formation (Beierlein et al., 2002; Feldmeyer, 2012). This highly inter-
connected layer amplifies and redistributes thalamo-cortical inputs
and an increased number of layer IV neurons should therefore increase
integration and recurrent inputs (Lozovaya et al., 2014). This in turnwill
foster increased network excitability and hence, contribute to the epi-
leptogenic potential of TSC.

As consequence, the very low levels of wildtype hamartin expres-
sion required to rescue the tuber phenotype may provide a promising
basis for future gene therapies aiming at reconstituting hamartin ex-
pression in tubers. Everolimus has recently proven to be able to reduce
the volume and clinical symptoms of TSC-associated subependymal
giant cell astrocytomas (Franz et al., 2014), however, this drug may be
limited for long-term or even life-long treatment due to substantial
side effects. Experimental gene therapy has recently been shown suc-
cessful in already manifest developmental brain lesions, i.e. subcortical
band heterotopia and seizures (Manent et al., 2008). Given the relative-
ly minute amounts of wildtype hamartin that are required to rescue the
tuber phenotype in our present experiments, gene therapeutic reconsti-
tution of hamartin expression in tubers may be a promising locally re-
stricted strategy that should have substantially less side effects than
systemic chronic pharmacotreatment – if any at all. New molecular
tools are required for the experimental testing of respective experimen-
tal therapies in the future.

5. Conclusion

In the present study we used a very recent transgenic mouse model
for tuberous sclerosis induced at E14 by in utero electroporation
reflecting tuber-like neuropathological features such as abnormal posi-
tioning of cortical neurons and dramatically enlarged neuronal cell bod-
ies with strong mTOR pathway activation (Carson et al., 2012;
Mizuguchi and Takashima, 2001). Cortical tubers are proposed to be
the origin of recurrent seizures, however underlying pathogenetic
mechanisms leading to their formation remain controversial (Feliciano
et al., 2013). With this model we demonstrated that already minute
amounts of TSC1 wildtype were necessary to retain a normal cellular
phenotype, arguing in general favor of Knudson's ‘2-hit hypothesis’ as
pathogenetic cause for cortical tuber formation. The strong rescuing ca-
pacity of functional hamartin should be further analyzed since it indi-
cates a promising basis for gene therapies. With our CD1-Tsc1flox/flox

mouse model, modified from a recently published mouse model
(Feliciano et al., 2011), we obtained substantially increased pup surviv-
al, thus facilitating the opportunity to study pathological mechanisms
underlying Tsc1 dysregulation.

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at http://dx.
doi.org/10.1016/j.nbd.2016.07.006.
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